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 Moderate to heavy rain was observed across Hispaniola in the week following the passage of Hurricane Irene.

NO HAZARDS

After widespread heavy rain associated with the passage of Hurricane Irene saturated the northern two-thirds of Hispaniola over
seven days ago, rainfall during the past seven days was moderate (10-40 mm) with localized areas in southern Haiti and eastern
Dominican Republic receiving heavy rain (> 50 mm). In Haiti, the heaviest rain (> 50 mm) fell over the Grand Anse, and Sud
departments. The last several weeks of above-average rainfall has helped replenish ground moisture across dry portions of Haiti.
Over the past thirty days, rainfall has been above-average over most of Hispaniola due to abundant moisture from several tropical
systems. However, thirty-day rainfall deficits (20-50 mm) have developed over the Centre department of Haiti. Ground moisture,
though, remains satisfactory in the region. For the next week, models forecast moderate rain (10-40 mm) over much of Hispaniola
with localized areas across western Dominican Republic receiving heavier rain showers (> 50 mm). Tropical activity should remain
high across the Caribbean although current forecasts have a developing storm moving north of the island with little impact.
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